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In 2019, Tetra Society of North America received funding to build and bring to
market an affordable and customizable device that makes using a computer
more accessible for users with mobility challenges. The netClé device was
created to fill this need, whether in someone’s home, their work-from-home
office, or the workplace.

What is netClé?
netClé (pronounced net-clay).
netClé is a user-friendly,
customizable device that enables
people with a range of mobility
limitations to independently
operate a computer.
netClé is a programmable hub
with a wide range of customizable
peripherals (buttons, switches,
etc.) that serve as alternatives to
standard inputs like a keyboard
and mouse.
These can be used by those
without dexterity or strength to
use a mouse or those without the
ability to reach a mouse or
laptop’s track pad on a desk,

Pictured (left to right): netClé hub, dual
touch sensor, mini touch sensor, standard
touch sensor, gyroscope, mini joystick,
large joystick.

What can netClé do?
netClé can perform a wide range of computer functions: move the mouse cursor

left and right click, scroll, drag & drop, and more! It can be operated using one
or a combination of switches, sensors, joysticks—even a gyroscope!

COVID-19 Response
netClé is installed remotely to ensure compliance with social distancing
guidelines.
Users interested in remote installation must have a friend, family member or
caregiver who can provide assistance (if needed) to unbox and assemble the
unit when it is delivered.
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What does netClé cost?
netClé is currently being distributed for free across Canada to help increase
internet accessibility at this critical time.
To receive a netClé unit, the user must agree to provide feedback about their
experience with the device.

Learn More
www.netcle.ca
Call: 1-877-688-8762
Email: info@netcle.ca
The Tetra Society of North America is a member of Presidents Group’s
Community of Accessible Employers. Tetra is a charitable society dedicated to
assisting people with disabilities to achieve independent and fulfilled lives. With
30 chapters across North America, Tetra is powered by skilled volunteers who
work one-on-one with people to create customized solutions for each individual
and their needs. Solutions created for their clients often satisfy a need that could
not be commercially filled or was cost prohibitive.

